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attempted to deal with the vexed  relations   between
landlord and tenant in the Sister Isle.    In this, which
Mill calls "a careful speech" in his Autobiography', he
argued on the same lines.    The application of the same
laws to England and Ireland, he said, showed that double
ignorance which was older than the time of Socrates; the
English not only did not know the people of whom they
were talking, but they did not know themselves.    The
fact was that Ireland was not an exceptional country,
but England was.    They ought to look to Continental
experiences; and that told them that, wherever a system
of agricultural economy like that in Ireland had been
found consistent with the good cultivation of the land
and the good condition of its peasants, rents had not
been, as in Ireland, fixed by contract, but the occupier
had had the protection of fixed usage, the custom of the
country, and had had secured to him permanence of
tenure so long as he pleased to possess it.    The speech,
together with one delivered some time afterwards, to
which we shall presently refer, was published, not by
Mill, but with his permission, in Ireland.    Then in 1867
occurred the Fenian rising and the trials of the Fenian
leaders.    One of these, Colonel Burke, who had served
with distinction in the ranks of the South in the American
war, was sentenced to death in May.    It was felt that in
such a case justice might be mitigated with mercy, and
in a great public meeting at St. James' Hall, Mill made a
fine speech amidst the cheers of an audience composed
almost entirely of English workmen.    The orator was
successful, and the sentence of death was remitted by
. Lord Derby.
The rescue of prisoners   in   Manchester   and   the

